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About HARMAN

HARMAN Professional Solutions is the world’s largest professional audio,
video, lighting, and control products and systems company. It serves the
entertainment and enterprise markets with comprehensive systems, including
enterprise automation and complete IT solutions for a broad range of
applications.
HARMAN Professional Solutions brands comprise AKG Acoustics®, AMX®,
BSS Audio®, Crown International®, dbx Professional®, DigiTech®, JBL
Professional®, Lexicon®, Martin®, Soundcraft® and Studer®. These bestin-class products are designed, manufactured and delivered to a variety of
customers, including tour, cinema, retail, corporate, government, education,
large venue and hospitality.
In addition, HARMAN’s world-class product development team continues
to innovate and deliver groundbreaking technologies to meet its customers’
growing needs. For scalable, high-impact communication and entertainment
systems, HARMAN Professional Solutions is your single point of contact.

About Sound Technology Ltd
Sound Technology Ltd is the specialist audio distributor of HARMAN
Professional Solutions in the UK and Republic of Ireland. We provide system
design, demonstration facilities and servicing of all HARMAN audio products.
In this document you’ll find some relevant case studies. For any further
information, to speak to our system designers, or to arrange a demo, please
call us on 01462 480000.

Exeter University

The University of Exeter’s stunning multi-million pound Forum project has
transformed the heart of the Streatham Campus and provided it with a vibrant new centrepiece.

Consultant:
Buro Happold
Installation:
GV Multi-Media

The inspirational mix of outside and inside space includes an Auditorium,
two technology-rich Exploration Labs, a Multimedia Room, featuring three
fully specific editing stations with 60-inch preview monitoring, Seminar
Training Room and the Seminar Block and Group Study Room — as well
as a new Student Services Centre, refurbished library, retail and catering
outlets.
The jewel in the crown is the 404-seat Alumni Auditorium, featuring high
quality projection and audio systems.
For this they were helped in no small part by the Harman Professional tools
provided by UK and Eire distributors, Sound Technology Ltd. These included products from the Crown, dbx and JBL cinema portfolio, constructed
around a BSS Soundweb digital network.
Designed for ultimate flexibility of content, including musical presentations
and cinema-quality screening of films, the Alumni Auditorium benefits
from a fully-integrated industry-standard specification, including HD widescreen projection, IPTV streaming and videoconferencing.

Exeter University (cont.)

All audio within the Auditorium is transported through CobraNet protocol devices – including BSS Soundweb DSP and streamed to appropriate areas via a pair of high-performance Ethernet switches installed in a separate remote amplifier rack.
The JBL speaker set up is impressive in terms of functionality as well as its aesthetics. The suite features Crown CTs-powered JBL ScreenArray cinema range cabinets,
housed flush to the screen, to accommodate the left, right and centre channels — and
an ARS (Assisted Reverb System) as part of a 7.1 surround system.

Elsewhere, the first Exploration Lab also boasts a full AV spec with the audio passed
into a DSP processor to allow routing, via a Crown CTs 600 power amplifier, to a pair
of JBL CBT 100LA line array column speakers – also providing record outputs for an
Echo360 lecture capture.
In the Exploration Labs’ Group Study room, complete with ten 60-inch wall-mounted
flat panel displays, the in-room audio is provided by four further JBL CBT 100LA’s – one
in each corner of the room.
The Soundweb network itself is built around a pair of BLU-800s, with a combination of
standard and AEC input cards, an BLU-32 in the lectern for source audio and lectern
microphone with phantom power, a mobile stagebox comprising a BLU-320 and BLUBOB2 with XLR patch-rail; this was connected using the highly cost-effective BSS BLULink fault tolerant buss to minimise the CobraNet requirement.
A BLU-32 in the amplifier rack drives the stack of three CTs 600, two CTs 1200 and two
CTs 2000 power amplifiers while a further BLU-32 is used in conjunction with the artificial reverberation system.
All of the inter-system audio is run via Cobranet and through the implementation of this
within the DSP construct allows routing and rerouting of the audio around the system,
with one-button control on the Crestron system allowing the users to switch from performance to lecture to cinema modes in a matter of seconds.

PRODUCTS USED:
Amplification

Loudspeakers

Network & Control

Crown CTs Series

JBL CBT 100LA-1
JBL ScreenArray

BSS Soundweb BLU-800
BSS Soundweb BLU-32
BSS Soundweb BLU-BOB

Manchester Metropolitan University
Business School

Salisbury Cathedral
The Manchester Metropolitan University Business School (MMU), which
cost £75m to develop, features sound reinforcement and control from Harman Professional brands through its many newly-equipped lecture theatres and seminar rooms.
Surrounded by a stunning glass atrium, the three large lecture theatres
on the ground floor (each holding 250) are complemented by three 120seat smaller theatres, while higher up the seven-storey building further
featured meeting rooms can be laid out in cabaret or theatre style — and
are supported by smaller multiple glass meeting rooms of varying sizes
and capacities.
Design / Installation:
Roche AV

Roche AV won the tender for the full audio-visual fit-out on the University’s
All Saints campus, providing technical infrastructures to suit the various
rooms’ requirements. The spec included six JBL CBT 70J column loudspeakers and four JBL Control 1’s, 14 Crown XTi 1002 DSP control amplifiers, six dbx 640M Digital Zone Processors and eight Soundcraft EPM-8
rackmount mixers — all supplied by Harman Professional’s UK and Eire
distributors, Sound Technology Ltd. Having won a competitive bid, Roche
AV’s Martin Clay was responsible for producing the technical specification
(interfacing with some of the University’s own recommendations).

Manchester Metropolitan Business School (cont.)

The three large lecture theatres and eight medium and small sized rooms are the main
focus of the audio technology, while smaller rooms were simply fitted with projection
screens
“This project was ideal since we were handed an empty building and were able to plug
into the new cabling infrastructure,” he said.

Of his product choice, Martin Clay stated, “I had used dbx processing in the past, and
with six inputs and four outputs it’s a flexible tool at exactly the right price point, with
the matrix element that we really needed.” The device routes inputs from the various
playback devices and mics to any output, including PA and induction loop system in
the larger theatres.
The Roche AV technical director had also worked previously with the JBL CBT 70J, and
is a big fan of the Constant Beamwidth design. “They look extremely modern,” he said.
“We needed something with good quality output that would throw the sound across
the large area of the group study room and this was ideal. Also there is an adjustment,
enabling it to be tuned for music or voice — which is another benefit.
”Deployment of the various Harman Pro tools includes three large lecture theatres and
three medium theatres, using Crown XTi 1002 amplification for playback audio and dbx
ZonePro 640M for all audio processing; three MBA lecture theatres fitted with Crown XTi
1002 amplification for playback audio and Soundcraft EPM-8 8-channel multipurpose
mixer for all audio processing; four small lecture theatres, fitted with a pair of JBL CBT
70J, Crown XTi 1002 amplification and Soundcraft EPM-8 for audio processing; four IT
labs, each with a pair of JBL Control 1 Pro’s, and a group study room featuring a pair of
JBL CBT 70J (either side of the projection screen) — along with a Crown XTi 1002 and
Soundcraft EPM-8 for all audio processing.
The University itself had specified the Crown amplifiers and the Soundcraft EPM-8’s;
these sit on a sliding tray at the bottom of each of the TeamMate AV racks. With their
60mm high-quality faders, the EPM’s are ideal — particularly for handling the induction
loop requirements — while Martin Clay also praises the quality of the GB30 mic amp.

PRODUCTS USED:
Amplification

Loudspeakers

Signal Processing

Mixing

Crown XTi2 Series

JBL CBT 70J-1
JBL Control 1 Pro

dbx ZonePro

Soundcraft EPM

University of Leicester

The University of Leicester has completely redeveloped one of its primary conference facilities in the Oadby Student Village, transforming Gilbert
Murray Hall into a state-of-the-art conference venue. This comprises a large
central space, four seminar and break out rooms and a hospitality area.
Tasked with designing a versatile AV infrastructure that would broaden its
appeal to external companies, Quadrant Visual Solutions turned to a future-proof Harman Professional solution after winning the contract.

Design / Installation:
Quadrant Visual Solutions

On the side wall Quadrant installed two pairs of JBL constant beamwidth
line array columns, in the shape of a JBL CBT70JE, sitting atop a CBT70J.
The addition of the former is designed to extend the pattern control of the
CBT 70J by doubling its height and lowering the frequency the speaker displays over consistent coverage patterns.
At the far end, where a lectern and optional stage are situated, a pair of
white JBL AC28 loudspeakers are suspended high from the vaulted ceiling
on tension wires. These are in keeping with those used with the giant Glulam
beams which form the centrepiece of architects Shepheard Epstein Hunter’s impressive eco-design. The system is powered by a pair of Crown XTi
2002 amplifiers.

University of Leicester (cont.)

But the real genius is in the BSS Soundweb London DSP, which in simplifying the control
also brings huge cost benefits. By adopting the open architecture Soundweb London
BLU-101 (, extended with the addition of two BLU-BIB 8-input break-in boxes, the facility
can carry out automatic mixing without the need for a third party sound mixer, recalling
multiple presets.

Crucially, the BLU-101 conference system also supports Acoustic Echo Cancellation
(AEC). Just as auto submixing can also take place within the Soundweb environment,
without the need for a dedicated audio mixer, so AEC transforms the BLU-101 from
being an audio system optimiser to being a full blown multi-conference system from a
single device, without the need to purchase third party processors or proprietary audioconferencing/ videoconferencing system.
Four AKG C747 shotgun mics, for use at the tables, can be plugged into the system via
a 12-way XLR patchbay, while the system’s parameter presets also allow for the room’s
sound profile to be reconfigured. The Soundweb hosts its own virtual mixing desk which
can be accessed over the network, dramatically reducing the development cycle.
Responsible for programming the Soundweb and ensuring easy communication with
the AMX Netlinx system was John Haywood of Jovial Systems. “The beauty of the
Soundweb is its open architecture,” he said. “When the Conference Centre wants to
switch orientation from portrait to landscape, they move the network link across and
switch to the second floor box — the BLU-BIB simply reconfigures the parameter presets. All the complex work takes place within Soundweb so that via the master touch
control it is simple plug and play.”
All environmental control is under AMX management, while each of the rooms has been
acoustically deadened by the architects (since the hall is in a heavily-populated residential area), and all lighting is LED.
Summing up Andrew Gahagan, Residential and Commercial Services, University of
Leiceste said, “We are delighted with the sound system. We are far more flexible than
we were able to be with the old set up and everything has been designed as plug and
play, so no technician is needed. We have been provided with plenty of inputs for the
mics and other audio feeds.”

PRODUCTS USED:
Amplifiers

Loudspeakers

Microphones

Network & Control

Crown XTi2 Series

JBL CBT 70J
JBL AC28

AKG C747 V11

BSS Soundweb BLU-101

MMU Students Union

Adlib has carried out a sound and lighting installation for Manchester Met
Student Union (MMU’s) SU Hall — designing a flexible and integrated HARMAN Professional solution for a multitude of audio reinforcement duties.
The design concept is aimed to maximise multiple use of a building involving a bar, multipurpose entertainment space, admin offices, a shop, café
and conferencing facilities. The system will cater for student union events,
from comedy and club nights though to conferences and exhibitions, and
be able to cope with numerous room layouts.
Design / Installation:
Adlib

JBL’s AM5212 and 5215 were specified to define the required coverage patterns. “The AM Series was chosen as it provided the best combination of
performance and price when compared to a number of competitors’ products,” said Adlib’s Ian Nelson. “As the majority of the control and amplification system were HARMAN products it made sense to keep all of the audio
equipment under the one banner to allow for ease of system integration and
processing.”
The six dual 18in ASB6128 subwoofers are positioned at the sides of the
room in three rows of two — one at each side of the room (in ‘Club mode’).
Each line is delayed back to subs at the ‘stage end’ of the room, and in this
mode it is used on a day-to-day basis for background music and also for
club nights.

MMU Students Union (cont.)

The second mode is ‘Stage Subs’, where the ASB6128s are stacked either side of a portable stage at one end of the room for live events, when the room is polarised through
the use of a portable stage.
Switching between the two modes is handled via a BSS BLU-160 DSP through the use of
parameter presets, and also via Ethernet control messages sent via the HARMAN HiQnet
network which causes the Crown iTech 9000HD amplifiers running the subs to change
presets to reflect the different delays required for each sub position.
A third mode is also employed which allows the system to be run without the subs, when
a parameter preset in the BLU-160 mutes the subs and changes the frequency response
of the AM Series boxes to allow full range operation. Assigned to the AM enclosures are
Crown’s XTi 6002 amplifiers, while BSS BLU-10 remote touch screen displays also provide local control.
With all eight analogue inputs and eight analogue outputs of the BLU-160 accounted
for, Adlib added two BLU-BIB Break-In Boxes and a BLU-BOB Break-Out Box for a total
I/O channel count of 24 inputs and 16 outputs.One BSS BLU-BIB allows for small scale
conferencing and presentation events to be staged without the need to bring a mixing
desk while the second, located in the main control rack, allows for a mixing console to be
patched into the system via the cabling infrastructure as well as Sky TV and a feed from
the bar audio system to allow the bar and SU Hall to be linked.
Meanwhile, with the BLU-BOB is located in the main control rack the outputs and expander drive the entire loudspeaker system.
The main signal distribution is also handled by the BLU-160 through the use of Matrix
blocks within the software design, and controlled via the BLU-10 remotes (variously located in the Tech booth, in a lockable steel cabinet in the SU Hall itself and at the stage
end of the room, to allow local system control when an event is held that use the BLUBIB inputs located in this same rack.
All the equipment was supplied by Sound Technology Ltd, Harman Professional’s UK
distributors for the UK and Eire, with Ben Todd and Hugo Burnard from their Project Team
supporting the installation.
The new system has allowed the MMU SU to plan and host a much greater variety of
events than was previously available in the old building.

PRODUCTS USED:
Amplifiers

Loudspeakers

Network & Control

Crown XTi 6002
Crown IT9000-HD

JBL AM5212
JBL AM5215
JBL ASB6128

BSS Soundweb BLU-160
BSS BLU-BIB
BSS BLU-BOB
BSS BLU-10

Oxford Union Debating Chamber

The Oxford Union has for many years been a forum for high class debating,
both competitively and otherwise. In fact the Debating Society’s Chamber
has been described as “the world’s most prestigious” — hosting speakers
over the years ranging from President Ronald Reagan, Mother Teresa, Senator Bobby Kennedy, Michael Jackson and the Dalai Lama.
Romantically immersed among murals by the pre-Raphaelites, the Union
ber itself was designed by Alfred Waterhouse in 1878, and today it has a
Grade II* listing.
With a seating capacity of 450, for the first time it recently took delivery of
a Harman Pro integrated sound system, provided by local multimedia specialists, City AV.

Design / Installation:
City AV

Their MD, Peter Gunn, has been providing the Chamber with temporary
PA equipment for these high profile events for many years. But as Bursar,
Lindsey Warne, points out, with its growing commercial use, and increasing
requests to stage corporate, conference, exhibition and wedding events, it
made sense to have a permanently installed system. And despite the presence of historic artefacts, like President Reagan’s original lectern, the ‘Noes’
and ‘Ayes’ voting door and the Proposition and Opposition dispatch boxes,
today it is far more than the traditional debating house it once was.
In designing the sound system, CAV’s team were confronted by numerous
challenges — not least being that they needed to meet the Listed Buildings
Consent requirements.

Oxford University Debating Chamber (cont.)

“Acoustically, the building is an interesting shape,” notes Gunn, “and this affects
the seating. Downstairs at the front, the benches are facing each other, while at
the back they are front facing — whereas up on the balcony there is an audience
wrapped around all four sides. The geometry couldn’t be more difficult.
“Also, the technical solution had to go hand in hand with one that was visually acceptable to the listed building people.” Part of that meant that the speakers had to
be hand painted to blend invisibly into the rich colour of the walls and not impact
on the woodwork, which had to remain a feature. The enclosures also had to be
positioned at a height where the line array would be effective but equally unobtrusive.
City AV were supported by Hugo Burnard from Sound Technology’s Project Team,
who conducted a site visit and conducted EASE measurements. “We worked on
several different options but the final option was tweaked to satisfy all the Building
requirements,” notes Peter Gunn.
The eight CBT50LA speakers wall mounted downstairs are in four clusters of two
down each flank, whereas up on the balcony a further eight CBT50LA are spaced
individually around the perimeter. It is a generous complement of sound reinforcement tools, but as Peter Gunn says, with so much inherent echo and room reverberance, they are able to drive these at low level from the Crown XLS 1000 amps
and minimise any reflections. Standard JBL brackets were used to fix direct onto
the masonry.
The package also includes a BSS Soundweb BLU-100 network, featuring fixed
format 12-in/8-out. This contains two different presets and has been set up for
standard usage by non-skilled personnel.
Guest speakers requiring a microphone are given a choice of AKG WMS470 Presenter Set and two GN155 (155cm tall) floor standing gooseneck mics (fitted with
CK33 capsules).A further four AKG tie-clip mics will also be added so that roving
speakers, wishing to wander into the audience, will be well catered for.
And according to the Bursar it tends to be the guest speakers who require mic
reinforcement “Historically speakers have been used to projecting their voices but
now we live in an age where sound systems are expected,” she notes.
Summarising the installation, Peter Gunn says that the facility now enjoys a lot of
flexibility — including a Soundcraft EPM-8 mixer in the portable rack for manual
mic mixing and two 4-aux inputs, one on either side of the bench, running CAT5.
Lindsey Warne also appreciates that the provision of an inductive loop system will
assist the hard of hearing for the first time. She also believes that the new system
will more than cater for the Union’s vast programme of events — which today includes broadcast forums such as BBC’s Question Time and Al Jazeera’s regular
Head to Head programmes when the satellite uplink trucks move in to broadcast
and record the sessions.

PRODUCTS USED:
Amplifiers
Crown XLS Series

Mixer
Soundcraft EPM

Network & Control
BSS Soundweb BLU-100

Microphones
AKG GN155
AKG WMS470

Loudspeakers
JBL CBT 50

Athlone Institute of Technology

The Athlone Institute of Technology added a high specification Indoor Athletics Arena to its campus. Representing a €10m investment this IAAF-standard 6-lane track surrounded by 1,500 spectator seats, required a sound system that offered high intelligibility.
Design / Installation:
Sound Productions

However, Dublin based Sound Productions were only introduced to the
project after it had been completed. According to Senior Project Manager
Peadar Carley, the budget was limited and the performance of the PA system specified by the previous contractor had suffered as a result. Sound
Productions were therefore asked to evaluate and propose a solution.
With an RT time in excess of 5 seconds Sound Productions wasted little
time in specifying a solution that has stood them in good stead on many
previous occasions when working in highly reverberant spaces, by turning
to a pair of JBL Professional Intellivox-DC430. The digitally controllable arrays, formerly badged as Duran Audio, were supplied by HARMAN’s UK and
ROI distributor, Sound Technology Ltd.

Athlone Institute of Technology (cont)

“We were confident in proposing a demonstration of the actual units at one of the athletic
events,” states Carley. “The client was immediately satisfied once they heard the performance of the system.”
The DC430 is the second tallest the second tallest of these fully integrated digitally controlled loudspeaker arrays. This column has proven to be a versatile and effective solution for vocal reinforcement within reverberant venues, with a single Intellivox-DC430
being capable of covering an area of up to 50 metres while maintaining an even sound
pressure level.
Two of the speakers were installed side by side opposite the viewing stand — principally
to reproduce speech but also to handle background music. At the same time some of
the existing speakers were reconfigured, at the client’s request, to act as delayed infills
and to deliver background music.
Continued Peadar Carley, “As the ceiling height of the arena is relatively low for the size
of the area the speakers needed to cover the 50m distance evenly from a single point
without creating a hot spot close to the loudspeaker.
“Aside from the quality of the performance the client was also impressed with how discreet these speakers were.”
While the equalisation beam steering is handled by the Intellivox DSP, routing and other
audio tools are handled in a separate control environment, and the existing mixing desk
and amplification were re-integrated and re-commissioned.
Sound Productions were working through Midland Sound a local integrator that provides
event attendance and support for AIT. Both they and AIT themselves were said to be
extremely pleased with the results.

PRODUCTS USED:
Loudspeakers
JBL Intellivox DC430

Springfield Community Centre

The three things that any new multipurpose community centre needs in order to maximise its hire potential is a flexible technical infrastructure, simple
operability and a degree of redundancy to ensure it continues functioning in
the event of failure in the signal chain.
So when TEDAV was commissioned by Wiltshire Council to fit out Springfield
Community Campus in Corsham, Project Manager Gee Edwards decided to
conceptually design a digital end-to-end system, incorporating protocols
common to the Harman Pro (JBL, BSS, Soundcraft and AKG) components,
distributed in the UK and Eire by Sound Technology Ltd.
The result is an intuitive plug and play system which networks the main and
second room or allows each to function as stand-alone. For example, the
gym/dance studio (Room 2) can double as a Green Room for the main 200
capacity presentation space by accessing the different presets in the BSS
Soundweb DSP.
Design / Installation:
Ted AV

With a removable 28 sq.m stage, the large Multi-Performance Activity Space
(Room 1) is designed to host performances, lectures and conferences and
other leisure activities, with direct access to an exhibition break-out space.
The second room Includes a sprung floor, mirrors and ballet bar and this
will become available to hire after the campus is fully open. The facility also
offers a wide range of facilities, from library and full sports facilities to neighbourhood policing.

Springfield Community Centre (cont)

TEDAV became involved in the project after being recommended by Wiltshire
Council, for whom they had previously worked. They rewrote the existing specification, prepared by the previous installer, increasing the number of lighting bars
to four and moving the sound completely into the digital domain, while cleverly
maintaining a Basic mode, which enables users to bypass the mixer entirely.
With support from Sound Technology’s project team, Edwards designed a network to enable the Dance Studio to either take audio feeds from the main room
or operate autonomously, when a portable rolling rack (equipped with playback
devices and AKG radio mics) can be brought into play.
“I don’t think anyone has wired such a stand-alone system as this, as we’ve managed to take all the audio from the AV, including the HDMI/VGA audio, and the
AKG WMS470 radio mics into the Soundweb BLU-100 (12-in/8-out) DSP so you
don’t necessarily need a mixer.” When full control is required the operator simply
pulls the feeds back into the Soundcraft Performer 1 desk and Mini 16 Stagerack.
The Performer was selected specifically, as Edwards required two card slots which
would allow him to implement both MADI and BSS Blu-Link — the latter a 32 x 32
interface between the console and the BLU Link 256-channel digital audio bus,
which allows connection to a wide range of Harman Pro devices.
Two AKG WMS-470 D5 handhelds are designated for each space (one pair in the
mobile rack in the dance studio wired back to the receivers into the main room)
outputting to JBL CBT constant beamwidth column speakers.
Since the building framework is timber construction, weight-loading was an issue
and so in the main room TEDAV has specified two JBL CBT70JE (along with a pair
of JBL PRX412 for monitoring) and a pair of CBT100LA in the second room. The
power is provided from three Crown XTi 2002 amplifiers.
“The CBT technology provides a clear and punchy sound,” confirms Edwards. “The
CBT100LA contains 16 very small horns to get clarity in what is a cavernous space.”
“In the main room the CBT70JE was a perfect choice as we couldn’t fly anything
from the ceiling and had to hang them from the lighting bars. We needed to go
with a lightweight option, and since there was nowhere to mount the subs in view
of the sprung floor, the CBT70JE sub extender also worked well. It’s ideal for dayto-day use, with good SPL, delivering great bottom end, and speech reproduction.
We only needed one on each side of a room measuring 14m x 18m and these are
situated 4m from the front wall. Finally, because the 70JE is directional and ellipsoidal the bounce is kept to a minimum”.

PRODUCTS USED:
Amplifiers
Crown XTi Series

Mixer
Soundcraft Si Performer

Loudspeakers
JBL CBT 70J-1
JBL PRX

Microphones
AKG WMS470

Network
BSS Soundweb BLU-100

Loudspeakers
JBL CBT Series

•
•

Passive controlled-coverage column
speakers
Designed for difficult acoustic spaces

•
•

Switchable voicing provides music mode or
speech modes
50cm - 2m models to suit all applications

Designed for spaces that are acoustically challenging and would typically use larger, visually obtrusive pointand-shoot speakers, JBL Professional’s CBT Series incorporate technical advancements that allow them to vastly
outperform competitive systems, with a level of user-friendliness that virtually eliminates the challenges of
delivering great sound.
Low profile and unobtrustive, the Constant Beamwidth Technology provides constant directivity up to the highest
frequencies and reduces out-of-coverage lobing, resulting in even vertical coverage. The range spans from 50cm
to 2m columns, and includes the asymetric J-shaped CBT70, and the high output, extended response CBT1000.

JBL Control 60 Series

•
•

Sylish design pendant speakers
2” to 8” driver sizes plus subwoofer model

JBL Control Contractor 60 Series Pendant loudspeakers
bring renowned JBL sound and outstanding coverage
to spaces with open architecture or high-ceilings, while
providing superior voice and musical clarity for rooms
with difficult acoustics.

•
•

Simple to install with included hardware
Available in black and white and can be
painted

JBL’s proprietary conical RBI Radiation Boundary
Integrator combines a large diameter high-frequency
waveguide with low-frequency projection apertures
that work in tandem to provide a seamless integration
of coverage between the two coaxially-mounted
drivers.

JBL Control Contractor 20 Series
•
•

Surface mount loudspeaker for voice and
music reproduction
Weather-resistant enclosures

•
•

Voiced to match other JBL installation
speakers
Choose from 13 models

JBL Control Contractor 20 Series surface-mount speakers and subwoofers deliver full, rich sound,
high SPL output and wide, consistent coverage. The Control Contractor 20 line balances superior
fidelity with versatility, ease-of-installation and contemporary style.
Models feature weather-resistant transducers
and enclosures, and their molded, highimpact polystyrene shells are available in
black or white and are paintable to blend
in with the architecture. The built-in JBL
Invisiball® mounting technology makes
installation a breeze.
Choose from 13 models in an array of
transducer sizes, coverage patterns and
output ranges.

Loudspeakers
JBL Intellivox
•
•
•
•
•

Beam-forming self-powered loudspeaker arrays
Superb speech intelligability
Slim, inobtrusive design
Column sizes of 1.8 to 5m provide coverage up to 70m
Meets stringent demands of Voice Alarm applications

The Intellivox range is the perfect solution to one of the most difficult problems
facing modern sound system designers - designing an intelligible sound
reinforcement/public address system for a large reverberant space.
The biggest challenge is designing a system which will have a high direct to
reverberant sound ratio. In other words, we need to maximise the sound that
arrives directly to the listeners ear, while at the same time reducing the sound
energy that bounces off walls, ceilings and other acoustically reflective
surfaces.
The solution seems simple. However, in practice it is difficult to achieve this with
conventional loudspeakers. This is why the Intellivox Range was developed.
Intellivox products make it possible to control the vertical directivity pattern and
aim the sound where you want it - at the listener. Going a step beyond today’s
standard beam steering, JBL’s DDS (Digital Directivity Synthesis) technology
allows for full control of near field and far field coverage creating an asymmetric
vertical beam contoured specifically to your application.

JBL AE Application Engineered Series
•
•
•
•

Permanent installation loudspeakers
Sizes from 5¼” to 15”
Performance and features to meet the needs of consultants and
installers
Full range of subwoofer solutions

The Application Engineered Series is a complete
line of permanent installation loudspeakers,
containing the performance and features that
meet the needs of contractors and consultants
alike.
The AE Compact family consists of high output,
2-way loudspeakers combining flexibility with
high fidelity and and ranges from a single 5¼”
point-and-shoot box to a dual 8” loudspeaker.
The AE Original consists of 12” & 15” high output 2
and 3-way loudspeakers, and a comprehensive
range of subwoofer solutions.

Signal Processing & Distribution
BSS Soundweb London

•
•

Configurable signal processors & I/O
expanders
128 channel low latency BLUlink digital
audio bus over Cat5 cable.

•
•

Configuration control & monitoring via
HiQnet Audio Architect
BSS Contrio wall controllers and 3rd party
control support

Soundweb London is HARMAN’s flexible and scalable
audio processing and signal distribution platform.
Whether you require the high bandwidth audio
networking of a digital audio bus, DSP capability, input
/ output expansion or a specific mix of functionality,
Soundweb London offers the building blocks of a tailormade system. Models are available with Dante, AES67,
AVB & Cobranet as well as BSS’s own BLUlink transport.
Soundweb London is programmed and controlled by
HiQnet Audio Architect software. The Contrio range of
programmable wall controllers gives local control.

dbx ZonePRO

•
•

Fixed configuration signal processor
Full suite of DSP including EQ, filtering,
limiting & feedback suppression

•
•

Speedy setup Wizard for configuring and
editing
12x6 and 6x4 I/O models available with or
without front panel control.

The ZonePRO® products have long been the obvious choice for managing
commercial audio applications. They’re easy to install and use – thanks to step-bystep setup wizards – and they’re backed by long track record of dbx reliability. The
fact that so many are in use in locations worldwide speaks to their popularity and
dependable performance.
The Zone Controllers offer extended utility to the ZonePRO families. The nine Zone
Controllers provide logic control ranging from zone source selection, volume and
muting, to program or scene selection and fire safety interface.

Amplifiers
Crown CDi DriveCore

•
•

Designed for small to medium installations
Available in 2 or 4 channels, 300W - 1200W
output per channel

The CDi DriveCore Series is designed for any smallto-medium sized installation application and boasts
an impressive mix of high-performance, rich feature
set, and competitive cost - ultra-efficient DriveCore
technology, DSP including delay, EQ, Crossover and

•
•

Comprehensive DSP
Preloaded with JBL speaker tunings

LevelMAX limiter, 70/100V outputs, GPIO/Aux port
for monitoring, preset recall, power, mute and more,
Network & control over HARMAN’s Audio Architect, BL
models have HARMAN’s BLU link digital interface.

Crown DCi DriveCore

•
•

High-end installation amplifiers
Comprehensive DSP & advanced system
monitoring

•
•

Available in 2-8 channels, 300W - 1250W
output per channel
Digital networking options including BLUlink,
Dante, AES67 & AVB

The Crown DriveCore™ Install series amplifiers is a complete line of high performance installation amplifiers
based on the proprietary DriveCore™ technology.
DCi Series amplifiers are designed, engineered and manufactured to the industry’s highest quality standards,
and provide system integrators with the advanced features and flexibility required for challenging 21st century
installed sound applications.
Versatile, compact and highly energy-efficient, DCi Series amplifiers continue the unbroken Crown tradition of
leadership in professional and commercial power amplifier technology.
Crown’s exclusive DriveCore amplifier technology seamlessly integrates the amplifier drive stage into the
power output stage fusing everything into a chip the size of a penny. By reducing the part count by over 500,
DriveCore™ greatly reduces design complexity compared to that of traditional amplifiers. That makes DriveCore™
amps more efficient and more reliable than those of its competitors.

Crown XLi Series
•
•
•

•
•

Powerful, reliable, affordable multipurpose amplifiers
Four models, identical except power
output
Efficient forced-air cooling

Stereo / parallel / bridge-mono modes
Protection against short circuit, no-load,
and RF interference

For applications where there is no requirement
for DSP built into the amplifier, there is the
Crown XLI Series. The four models in the
series - the XLi800, XLi1500, XLi2500 and
XLi3500 - are identical except for output
power.
Features include RCA and XLR inputs, user
selectable input sensitivity of 0.755V or 1.4V,
Speakon® and binding post outputs, stereo/
parallel/bridge-mono mode, power/fault/
signal presence/clip indicators, forced-air
cooling; and protection against shorts, noload, on/off thumps and radio-frequency
interference.

Crown XTi 2 Series
•
•

Multi-purpose amplifiers with DSP
Four models, identical except power
output

Crown XTi2 Series amplifiers are designed for
applications that need high output without the
functions of a dedicated installation amplifier.
Typically used to power Performance PA
systems, the XTi2 amps feature PeakX Plus
limiters, 3 user-definined fan modes and
system monitoring to ensure reliable operation.

•
•

Efficient forced-air coolingPeakX Plus
limiters
49 user definable presets

Mixing
Soundcraft Signature Series
•
•

Compact analogue mixers with effects
2-in, 2-out USB interface for recording and
playback

The Signature Series combines a superb
analogue control surface with the unrivalled
British sound of Soundcraft thanks to high-grade
Ghost® preamps, the most
musical EQ in the business, pristine Lexicon®
effects and powerful dbx® dynamics.
Signature mixers are available in a variety of sizes
with 10, 12, 16 and 22 inputs, and all have a 2-in,
2-out USB interface for recording and streaming.
Also available is the Signature MTK series, with
all the features of the Signature series but with a
multitrack audio interface for recording up to 22
channels individually.

Soundcraft Notepad Series
•
•
•
•

Ultra-compact analogue mixers
2-in, 2-out USB interface for recording and
playback
5, 8 and 12 input models
Easy to use

Where only a few channels are needed, and space is at
a premium, the Soundcraft Notepad series combines
professional-grade analogue components, renowned
HARMAN digital signal processing, metal chassis,
Lexicon effect engine (Notepad-8FX and 12FX only) and
a built-in USB audio interface.

•
•

10, 12, 16 and 22 input models
MTK models have multitrack USB interface
for recording each channel individually

Soundcraft Ui24R
•
•

Complete rackmountable mixing and
recording system
24 inputs including 20 microphone channels

•
•

Wireless control from anywhere in the venue
with any PC, Mac, tablet or phone
Multitrack recording and playback

The Soundcraft Ui24R is a complete, rack-mountable, digital mixing and multi-track recording system that
delivers flexible I/O, pristine sound quality, intuitive wireless control, and roadworthy reliability—all in a
streamlined design.
The system can double as a stagebox and can be controlled by up to 10 devices mobile devices - tablet, phone
or laptop, via Ethernet or built-in dual-band Wi-Fi, making it possible to control mixing and multi-track recording
wirelessly from anywhere in the venue. Each musican can have control over their individual on-stage mix, and all
settings are recallable for repeat performances.

Soundcraft Si Impact
•
•

As simple to use as an analogue mixer with
all the power of digital
Huge DSP power - mix up to 80 channels

•
•

32 in/32 out recording interface
Optional stageboxes and interface cards

Drawing on over 40 years experience in live sound mixing, Si Impact brings the latest digital mix innovations
together with the unrivalled sound quality of Soundcraft. Designed to be as simple as an analog mixer, but offer
radical workflow enhancements such as the unique FaderGlow™ system, massive DSP power, and a pristine
32-in/32-out USB audio interface, Si Impact delivers digital live sound mixing and recording for those who refuse
to compromise on audio quality.

Microphones
AKG C747
•
•

Industry standard lecturn microphone
Low profile and unobtrusive

•
•

RFI shielding to block unwanted interference
Mounting accessories included

The AKG C747 is a professional condenser capsule with a flat
frequency response and a clean off-axis response. Thanks to its
inconspicuous appearance, it has become an industry standard
speech and lectern microphone.
The C747 features an integrated RFi shield to block out
unwanted interference from mobile phones, wireless
microphones and other wireless devices. The C747 V11 ships
with an extensive accessory set including a shock mount
adapter, mini-gooseneck, stand adapter, mounting clamp,
thread link and windscreen.

AKG DMS300
•
•

Digital wireless system
Adaptive channel selection eliminates
inteference

•
•

Licence-free 2.4GHz operation
Handheld and beltpack transmitter options compatible with all AKG micro-mics

AKG DMS300 professional digital wireless system combines signature
AKG sound quality and eight channels of rock-solid, license-free 2.4GHz
operation with advanced security features,
extended battery life and the ultimate ease-of-use.
The DMS300 is available in two options: with a
high-quality, AKG handheld microphone or with a
bodypack. The bodypack is instrument ready and
can also be combined with a wide range of AKG
headsets or clip-on mics (available separately) for
presenters.
DMS300 systems were designed for intuitive
operation with a high-resolution front-panel LCD
screen that allows easy setup, monitoring and
control. Channel pairing is push-button painless,
with channel number display for easy identification.
Adaptive channel selection takes the guesswork
out of locating available wireless channels. And up
to eight DMS300 systems can be synced and used
simultaneously.

AKG CK99
•
•
•

Spoken word lavalier microphone
Small housing and durable metal clip for
secure mounting
Compatible with all AKG wireless systems

The CK99 L is a condenser lavalier microphone with
cardioid polar pattern. It provides a natural sound,
with a slight rise above 10kHz for added clarity,
perfect for applications in houses of worship, lectures
and theatres.
Thanks to its small housing and the included
durable metal clip, it can be inconspicuously and
securely mounted on clothes. The CK99 L provides
a professional three-pin mini XLR connector that
fits the body pack transmitters of all AKG wireless
microphone systems.

AKG C555
•
•
•

Lightweight headworn microphone
Left and right flexible arm mounting
Compatible with all AKG wireless systems

The C555 L high-performance head-worn condenser
microphone is ideal for handsfree applications,
including presentations or onstage performances.
The C555 L rests securely and comfortably on the
head, and can be attached to the left or right side
of the behind-the-neck headband as desired. A
transducer shock mount reduces handling noise to a
minimum. The moisture shield ensures a high degree
of humidity protection for the microphone.
The C555 L provides a three-pin mini XLR connector
and can be used with all AKG body-pack transmitters.

AKG CHM99
•
•
•

Hanging choir microphone
Wide pickup angle for superior coverage
Available in black and white

The CHM99 is a hanging microphone module with
cardioid polar pattern, used to record music or
speech in houses of worship, conference rooms or on
theatre stages.
A 10m cable that is treated specially to reduce
twisting to a minimum and a spring steel hanging
clamp for precise microphone alignment keeps the
microphone securely in its position. The attached
phantom power adapter connects to any standard
mixer input with 9V to 52V power supply.

TECHNOLOGY

Next Steps
For any further information, to speak to our
system designers, or to arrange a demo,
please call us on 01462 480000.

